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Abstract

Background: Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most aggressive and the 
most common primary brain tumor. Over the last few years, studies 
have identified many genetical and phenotypical molecular situations 
for developing new treatment modalities in patients with GBM. Nev-
ertheless, main problem for the GBM is radio-chemotherapy resist-
ance and relapse after the surgery. The identification of glioma stem 
cells and microenvironmental influences has created a paradigm shift 
in targets of therapy. Current studies have shown that glioma stem 
cell is responsible for aggressiveness, recurrence and resistance to 
therapy of GBM. GBM stem cell isolated from human GBM multi-
forme fresh tissue samples is important both for curative therapeutic 
options and personalized targeted therapy. The purpose of this study 
was to determine the most suitable isolation method of GBM stem 
cells (GSCs).

Methods: Tumor tissue sample was obtained during the surgical re-
section of lesion in patients with the diagnosis of GBM. Tumor stem 
cell isolation from tissue was performed in three different ways: 1) 
GBM cell isolation with trypsin; 2) GBM cell isolation with brain 
tumor dissociation Kit (BTD Kit); and 3) GBM cell isolation with 
tumor dissociation enzyme (TDE).

Results: We showed that GSCs were isolated from tumor specimen 
using flow cytometry and immunofluorescence staining. Our study 
showed that isolation with BTD Kit is the most suitable method to 
isolate GBM tissue-derived glial tumor stem cells.

Conclusions: The development of alternative personalized therapies 
targeting brain tumor stem cell is urgently needed. It is important to 
understand the fundamental mechanisms of driving stem cells. If their 
life cycle mechanisms can be identified, we can control the growth 
of GBM.
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Introduction

Gliomas are the brain tumors that resemble normal stromal 
(glial) cells of the brain, such as astrocytes (astrocytomas), 
oligodendrocytes (oligodendrogliomas) and ependymal cells 
(ependymomas). Among gliomas, glioblastoma (GBM; WHO 
grade IV astrocytoma) is the most aggressive and the most 
common primary brain tumor. Moreover, GBM is heterogene-
ous and may have significant vascularization [1, 2]. Recently, 
GBMs were described as isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH)-
wildtype, IDH-mutant type and nitric oxide synthase (NOS)-
positive type [2].

There is another classification system for GBM. This clas-
sification includes subtypes based on clinical and molecular 
characteristics. These subtypes are classical, mesenchymal, 
proneural, and neural. Proneural subgroup that includes the am-
plification of CD133 marker does not respond to treatment [3].

Current treatment regimens are maximal safe surgical 
resection, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy [4]. Over the last 
few decades, various therapies have been studied and tested 
clinically. Despite extensive molecular and genetic analyses of 
GBM, the median survival is only about 12 - 14 months [5, 6]. 
New treatment regimens, including targeting cells responsible 
for tumor growth or progression and signaling pathways, are 
required for more effective treatment in patients with GBM 
[1].

GBM stem cell (GSC) has been found to play a crucial 
role in development and growth of GBM. Several studies have 
shown that GSC is responsible for cancer aggressiveness, tu-
mor recurrence and tumor resistance to conventional therapies 
including radiation therapy and chemotherapy [7, 8]. Recent 
studies have focused on isolating and understanding the biol-
ogy of GSC and finally targeting GSC in order to provide ef-
fective treatment for patients with GBM [4, 9, 10].
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Incorporation of GSC’s signaling pathways and develop-
ment of new molecular therapies will further advance tailoring 
personalized therapy for GBM. Therefore, isolating GSC from 
fresh tumor specimen, which is a difficult procedure, is crucial 
to conducting further studies in this area. This study aims to 
determine the most appropriate isolation method for obtaining 
GSC from fresh tumor specimen.

Materials and Methods

This study was approved by IRB (No: B.30.2.BAV.0.05/183). 
All procedures performed in studies involving human par-
ticipants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the 
institutional and/or national research committee (Bezmialem 
Foundation University/Human Ethical Committee) and with 
the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or 
comparable ethical standards.

Fresh tumor specimens were obtained from patients who 
underwent surgical resection of histologically confirmed GBM.

Isolation and culture of tumor stem cells

Tumor specimens were immediately delivered to laboratory in 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution containing 10-15% 
penicillin/streptomycin. GSC isolation from fresh specimen 
was performed in three different ways: 1) GBM cell isolation 
with trypsin; 2) GBM cell isolation with brain tumor dissocia-
tion Kit (BTD Kit, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Ger-
many); and 3) GBM cell isolation with tumor dissociation en-
zyme (TDE, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany).

GBM cell isolation with trypsin

Tumor specimen was dissociated into small pieces and the tis-
sue pieces were placed in trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetate 
(EDTA) solution (0.25%, Gibco/Life Sciences, Carlsbad, CA, 
USA) and incubated for 10 - 15 min in a 37 °C water bath. At 
the end of the incubation period, trypsin activation was stopped 
by adding to the tissue from medium containing 10% fetal bo-
vine serum (FBS). Centrifugation was performed to recover 
the cells from the enzyme. Medium was added to the pellet, 
and the cells were filtered with a 70-micron cell strainer and 
washed by centrifugation. A total of 1 × 106 cells were seeded 
in each cell culture flask with a medium composed of Dulbec-
co’s modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM)/F12 medium (Gibco, 
Carlsbad, CA, USA), 10% FBS (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 
100 U/mL penicillin, and 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin (Gibco, 
Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 5% CO2 atmosphere and 37 °C. For 
suspension culture and adherent culture, T25 ultra-low attach-
ment flasks and T25 cell culture flasks were used, respectively.

GBM cell isolation with BTD Kit

Tumor specimen was dissociated into small pieces, Hank’s 

buffered salt solution (HBSS) was added on the tissue and it 
was transferred to a centrifuge tube. After centrifugation, the 
supernatant was discarded and added to the tissue from buffer 
X in the BTD Kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Ger-
many) [11]. The enzyme N, enzyme A and buffer Y in the kit 
were added at specified ratios to the centrifuge tube and mixed. 
The tissue was incubated in this solution for 15 min with gen-
tle shaking at 37°C. At the end of the period, the tissue was 
mechanically dissociated and allowed to incubate for 10 min. 
After the tissue was dissociated it was filtered with a 70-mi-
cron cell strainer and centrifuged. Cells were washed by cen-
trifugation two more times with HBSS and 1 × 106 cells were 
seeded in each cell culture flask with a medium composed of 
DMEM/F12 medium (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 10% FBS 
(Gibco, USA), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 0.1 mg/mL strepto-
mycin (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 5% CO2 atmosphere 
and 37 °C. For suspension culture and adherent culture, T25 
ultra-low attachment flasks and T25 cell culture flasks were 
used, respectively.

GBM cells isolation with TDE

Tumor specimen was dissociated into small pieces, the tissues 
were transferred to a centrifuge tube and TDE (DCS innova-
tive diagnostic system, oncogram kit) was added. The tube was 
allowed to incubate for 1 - 2 h at 37 °C by shaking gently (until 
the tissue was completely disintegrated). At the end of the in-
cubation period, the medium was added, filtered with a 70-mi-
cron cell strainer and washed twice by centrifugation. A total 
of 1 × 106 cells were seeded in each cell culture flask with a 
medium composed of DMEM/F12 medium (Gibco, Carlsbad, 
CA, USA), 10% FBS (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 100 U/
mL penicillin, and 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin (Gibco, Carlsbad, 
CA, USA) at 5% CO2 atmosphere and 37 °C. For suspension 
culture and adherent culture, T25 ultra-low attachment flasks 
and T25 cell culture flasks were used, respectively.

GSCs were visualized by phase-contrast microscopy after 
generating spheres and adhering in culture dishes on day 4.

Flow cytometry analysis

To study the expression of tumor stem cell markers (CD59, 
CD49a, CD49d and CD133) in GSCs, flow cytometry analy-
sis of isolated cells was performed. Cells were collected from 
culture dishes and after centrifugation cells were resuspended 
in PBS. For each sample 3 × 105 cells were incubated with fluo-
rescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated antibodies for 30 min 
at room temperature and the flow-cytometry analysis was per-
formed using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) Cali-
bur (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). The results 
were evaluated using the BD CellQuestTM software program.

Immunofluorescence staining

In recent studies, it has been shown that CD133 is among one 
of the well-characterized GSC markers [12-15]. Also, nes-
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tin has been known to be as the neural stem/progenitor cell 
marker. Therefore, in order to determine the characterization 
of GSCs isolated by different methods, cells were stained with 
CD133 antibody (ABclonal, Manhattan Beach, CA, USA) and 
nestin antibody (Santa Cruz Biotech, Dallas, TX, USA) by im-
munofluorescence method.

The cells were seeded in eight-well chamber slides (BD 
Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and after 24 h fixed in 
ice-cold methanol for 10 min. The fixated cells were washed 
sequentially with PBS, 0.025% Triton X-100 (Merck, Darm-
stadt, Germany) and PBS and then incubated with 1.5% nor-
mal goat or donkey blocking serum (Santa Cruz Biotech, 
Dallas, TX, USA) prepared with PBS for 20 min at room tem-
perature. Primary antibodies (CD133 and nestin) prepared at 
1:50 ratio were placed in wells and incubated for overnight at 
+ 4 °C. On the following day, samples were incubated for 2 h 
at 37 °C and worked in the dark after this stage. Wells were 
washed twice with PBS and secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz 
Biotech, Dallas, TX, USA) were added. After waiting for 1 h at 
room temperature, the cells were washed again with PBS and 
dried. Samples were mounted with coverslips and mounting 
medium containing 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) 
(Santa Cruz Biotech, Dallas, TX, USA) and visualized by fluo-
rescence microscopy.

Results

Morphology of GSCs

GCSs, which have the ability to form spheres and to adhere, 
have been successfully isolated from GBM tumor tissues by 
three different methods. Figure 1 showed that isolated cells 
successfully formed spheres in suspension culture by the three 
methods. The number of the obtained cells is different accord-
ing to isolation method on passage 0. It appears that the num-
ber of cells isolated with the first method is less than the num-
ber of cells isolated with other methods (Fig. 1a).

GCSs also proliferated by forming colony on days 4 and 
12 in adherent culture and colony sizes are different according 

to isolation method (Fig. 2). The cells were proliferated and 
colonies were expanded rapidly from day 4 to day 12. Howev-
er, the proliferation of the GCSs was observed in later stages in 
the first method compared to the second and the third methods 
in which earlier proliferation of GCSs was seen (Fig. 2. a, d).

Flow cytometry analysis of GSCs

Studies have revealed that transmembrane protein CD133 ex-
pression is associated with tumor stem cells, regeneration, dif-
ferentiation and is also used as a biomarker for the isolation 
and characterization of stem cells. Flow cytometry analysis 
showed that the cells isolated by all three methods have posi-
tive expression of CD133 (Fig. 3). CD59, CD49a, and CD49d 
used as GCS markers also had positive expressions in cells iso-
lated by the three different methods (Fig. 3). Although the per-
centage of positivity of CD59 marker is high in all three meth-
ods, the percentage of CD49a in cells isolated with trypsin was 
low (Fig. 3, a lower panel). These cells can still be regarded as 
positive for CD49a since it is still above 20%.

Characterization studies have shown that the isolated cells 
have characteristic features of GCSs.

Immunofluorescence staining of glial tumor stem cells

In addition, immunofluorescence staining was performed to 
characterize GCSs with CD133 and nestin. Nestin, known as a 
neural stem cell marker, is expressed also in glial tumor cells 
and its expression correlates with the malignancy potential of 
the glial tumor. Results of immunofluorescence staining with 
nestin and CD133 showed that both proteins were expressed in 
isolated cells by three different methods (Fig. 4). In particular, 
it was shown that CD133 was expressed in high amounts in 
cells isolated with the second method (using BTD Kit).

Discussion

The novel therapies of GBM are based on the latest cellular 

Figure 1. Glial tumor stem cells, isolated with trypsin, BTD Kit and TDE from equal amount of glioblastoma specimen, seeded 1 × 
106 cells into each flask were visualized by phase-contrast microscopy on day 4, passage 0 in suspension culture (bars: a-b:100 
µm, c: 200 µm). Microscopic observation revealed that the number of spheres formed by trypsin-isolation (a) is lower than the 
other groups. The number of spheres formed by BTD Kit-isolation (b) is close to the number of spheres formed by TDE-isolated 
(c). BTD Kit: brain tumor dissociation Kit; TDE: tumor dissociation enzyme.
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composition of the tumoral tissue. The latest cellular composi-
tion of glioblastome is characterized with proliferating blood 
vessels, infiltrating inflammatory cells and necrosis [5, 16]. 
Both contrast enhanced magnetic resonance images and mi-
cro-morphologic differences can be observed in GBM. This 
multiform character originates from intra-tumoral heterogene-
ity [17, 18].

Highly heterogenous nature of GBM is the cause of 
therapeutic resistance [17, 19]. These heterogenous tumoral 
tissues include approximately 1-3% of organizer cells in 

the cellular composition [16, 20]. Moreover, organizer cells 
show the capability of self-renewal and multi-potent differ-
entiation. These abilities belong to stem cells and these or-
ganizer cells are called “brain tumor stem cell”. Brain tumor 
stem cell, GSCs, GBM stem-like cells, glioma cancer stem 
cells and glioma initiating cells are regarded as synonyms 
[21].

First tumor stem cell theory was proposed by Virchow 
150 years ago. According to Virchow, tumors might originate 
from immature cells. In the following years, Cohnheim and 

Figure 3. Figure 3. Flow cytometry analyzes of glial tumor stem cells (isolated with trypsin (a), BTD Kit (b) and TDE (c)) with 
glial tumor stem cell markers (CD133, CD59, CD49a, CD49d). Flow cytometry analysis of collected cells from culture dishes 
was performed. Positive expressions of CD133, CD59, CD49a and CD49d indicate that isolated and analyzed tumor stem cells 
have GBM characteristics. These characteristics of isolated tumor stem cells by three different methods were compared. CD133 
and CD59e expressions were found to be similar in all cells, whereas expression of CD49a was higher in cells isolated with BTD 
Kit, and expression of CD49d was higher in cells isolated with trypsin. This shows that these isolation methods with BTD Kit and 
trypsin are more successful to isolate cells which have higher expression of glial tumor stem cell markers. BTD Kit: brain tumor 
dissociation Kit; TDE: tumor dissociation enzyme.

Figure 2. Glial tumor stem cells, isolated with trypsin, BTD Kit and TDE from equal amount of GBM specimen, seeded 1 × 106 
cells into each flask were visualized by phase-contrast microscopy on day 12 (a-c) and day 4 (d-f), passage 0 in adherent culture 
(bars: 100 µm). Microscopic observation revealed that the number of adherent glial tumor stem cells isolated with trypsin (a, d) is 
less than that of other groups. The number of cells isolated with BTD Kit (b, e) is close to the number of cells isolated with TDE 
(c, f). BTD Kit: brain tumor dissociation Kit; TDE: tumor dissociation enzyme.
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Durante supported the stem cell concept and suggested that 
adult tissues still contain dormant immature cells that could 
be activated and give rise to tumor development in particular 
conditions. Seventy years after all of these, Makino introduced 
the “tumor stem cell”, defining them as “a small subpopulation 
of cells”. At last, GSCs were identified directly from patient-
derived tumors in brain by 2000s [22, 23].

Cancer stem cells share many of the properties of normal 
neural stem cells. Neural stem cells are described at any stage 

of the development-from the embryo to the adult organism, 
and they are located in their specific niches. Origin of the 
GSCs’ is not clear. Recent studies have revealed that the GSCs 
became after the process of “de-differentiation” from neural 
stem cell. These cells seem to be at the top of the hierarchy of 
the tumor cells and they can form GBM [16, 24].

Until now, several characteristics and markers have been 
identified for GSC, such as CD133 and nestin. CD133, which 
is a pentaspan membrane glycoprotein, has been used as a 

Figure 4. CD133 and nestin expression in glial tumor stem cells. Glial tumor stem cells were cultured with growth medium in 
chambered cell culture slides. After adhering in culture slides, cells were fixed and stained to detect CD133 and nestin. Immuno-
fluorescence microscopy imaging of the expression of CD133 and nestin in isolated cells by three different methods are shown. 
Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue) (bars: 50 µm). DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole.

Figure 5. New therapeutic impact areas in cancer stem cell theory. This figure has showed many recent approaches to stem cell 
such as targeting of cell surface molecules, cell penetrating peptides, immunotherapy and change of microenvironment of niche.
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biomarker for GSCs [6]. Also, nestin, which is a cytoskeletal 
protein, exhibits different levels of expression in human GBM. 
CD15, CD44, and CD90 are also cell surface markers and are 
used to identify the GSCs [21].

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), aldehyde 
dehydrogenase 1 (ALDH1), methylguanine methyltransferase 
(MGMT), 1p/19q, isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH), p53, phos-
phoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), retinoblastoma protein (RB), 
and RAF are other well-known molecular markers in GBM. 
Recent studies showed that there are many of the structural 
proteins or transcription factors, such as oligodendrocyte 
transcription factor 2 (OLIG2), MYC, SOX2, MUSASHI1, 
NANOG, BMI1, cathepsin, embryonic leucine zipper kinase, 
phosphoserine phosphatase and inhibitor of differentiation 
protein 1 (ID1) in GSCs. Moreover, numerous aberrantly ex-
pressed genes and signaling pathways, such as EGFR, PTEN, 
INK4a/ARF, NF1, PDGFRA/IDH1, P53, IDH1, RB1, and 
ERBB2, have been identified as important measures in GBM 
biology. The receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) family (EGF and 
PDGF), Sonic Hedgehog pathway, Notch pathway, Wnt/beta-
catenin pathway and their receptors are the most important key 
regulators of GSC’s regulations, and have also been found to 
be altered or overexpressed in GSCs. Also, neural stem cells 
have been found to exhibit similar markers. There are many 
efforts to identify new molecular markers neural stem cells and 
GSCs. But the linkage between both cells is not well under-
stood yet [6].

Nowadays, it is well-known that the poor prognosis and 
recurrence in GBM are mainly due to presence of GSC, which 
is responsible for both chemotherapy and radiotherapy. For 
example, several studies have shown that the percentage of 
CD133+ cells within malignant gliomas markedly increases 
following conventional chemo-radiotherapy [24, 25]. Recent 
analyses have focused on the individualized therapy by tar-
geting these GSCs. Markers and signaling pathways in GSCs 
are possible targets in patients with GBM and these types of 
targeted treatments may provide more efficient therapeutic op-
tions (Fig. 5) [26].

For this purpose, many studies have been performed on 
specific therapies targeting both signaling pathways and ac-
tivities of niches in stem cells, and activating stem cell’s au-
tophagy, immune- and viral-based therapies on stem cells [27-
29].

Isolation of GSCs is very critical for making research to 
find new mechanism of effect for GBM growth and progres-
sion and also to establish new therapeutic approaches for pa-
tients with GBM. In this study, GSC isolation was performed 
by three different methods and the characterization studies of 
the cells were carried out. Cells isolated with TDE and BTD 
Kit were found to grow more rapidly compared to trypsin-
isolated cells. Moreover, flow cytometry and immunohisto-
chemical characterization studies were performed with CD133 
marker along with other GBM markers and it was determined 
that cells isolated with BTD Kit was more effective in order to 
show the characteristic of GSCs. Based on these results, we 
can suggest that isolation with BTD Kit is the most effective 
method to isolate GSCs from GBM specimens. Further evalua-
tion including more GBM specimens may be required in order 
to confirm our results.

Conclusions

Our results suggest that BID Kit method was the most appro-
priate method for isolating GSCs from GBM. This isolation 
method can be used effectively for conducting further studies 
to understand the molecular behavior of GBM.
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